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ABSTRACT

The beta decay of the radioactive members of the mass =eight

and =twelve triads has been studied with a spiral-orbit spectrometer

having a 1.3% resolution. The end point, half-life and log-ft values

respectively are: for N12, 16.37:f: 0.06 Mev, 11.43:f: 0.05 milliseconds,
12

and 4.17; for B , 13.40:f: 0.05 Mev~ 20.6 :f: 0.2 msec and 4.11; for

B8, 14 Mev (broad), 0.75 :f: 0.02 see, and 5.72; and for Li8, 13 Mev

(broad), 0.87:f: 0.01 see, and 5.67. The mass excesses in millimass
. 12 12 8

un 1t s are: for N , 2 2 , 48 :f: O.06; for B , 18 . 19 :f: o. 06; for B ,

2 7 . 08 :f: O. 1 3; and for Li 8, 2 4 . 97 :f: o. 0 9 .

The shapes of the Kurie function for the mirror pairs indicate

positron and electron transitions to the same levels of the daughter

nuclide, with greater percentages in the positron branches relative

to the ground-state transitions because of the higher energy available.

The Li8 and B8 shapes are consistent with the shape of the alpha

spectrum following the decay of the Be8 daughter. Less than 1% of

the Li8 transition and less than 5% of the B8 transition go to the Be8

ground state. Besides the main transition to the broad 2.9-Mev level,

a broad level near 11 Mev is probably involved. The ft values and the

assumption of J=O, 2~ and 4 levels in Be8 favor J=3 for Li8 and B8.

The N12 and B 12 spectra indicate transitions of a few percent to the

4.43- and 7.65-Mev levels in C12, with higher levels not excluded. For

these nuclides J=l is favored.

The agreement of the measured end points and resulting Q values

with published values shows that the spiral-orbit spectrometer can be

accurately calibrated with only the theory as a guide. Another evaluation

of the spectrometer is that the measured shape of the B 12. Kurie function
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is the same within statistics as that obtained elsewhere with a ring-

focus magnetic -lens spe ctr om eter 0
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1. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of the high-energy beta-decay spectra from
. . .8 8 8 12 12 12

the beta-radloactlve members of the LI -Be -B and B -C -N

isobaric triads is interesting for a number of reasons. The maximum

e lectr on ener gie s determine the mas s difference s of the parent and

daughter nuclides. These energies along with a measurement of the

half lives will then permit the calculation of the ft values, which are

a measure of the influence of the nuclear matrix elements of the---

transitions and lead to clas sification into the various allowed and

forbidden categories. 1 Any branching in the transition will locate

excited states in the daughter nucleus, and one can compare the mirror

nuclides to determine whether they decay as expected to the same states

of the daughter nucleus.

A great deal of work has been done on Li 8 but little on B 8. The

~i8 spectrum, showing a complex Kurie plot, has been measured in a

magnetic -lens spectrometer. 2 The shape is consistent with a transition

primarily to the broad 2.9-Mev leve1 in Be 8 and shows about 1 QCiD

For B8, Alvarez determined thebranching to levels above 9 Mev.

half life and maximum energy of the positrons in coincidence with

alpha particles from the Be8 breakup and concluded that the transition

is to the same level in Be8 as the Li8 transition. 3 Gilbert found the

alpha spectra from the decay of Be8 following the Li8 and B8 beta'

decay are similar within his statistics and give evidence of excited

states in Be8 above the 2.9-Mev leveL 4
. 12

As for the other set of trIads, much work has been done on B

but little on N12. The B 12 spectrum has been measured2 and the

branching studied- quite intensely. 5, 6 In part this interest arises

from the fact that the B 12 decay is an advantageous means of reaching

the 7065 -Mev leve 1 in C 12, which is of importance in theories of the

cosmic abundances of the elements. 6 Most of the transition is to the

ground state of C 12, and the rest to several excited leve Is. In the

N 12 d 7.
dd

o, .
h l

'
f

'
d

.
ecay, In a Itlon to measurIng tel ehme an maxImum energy

of the positrons, Alvarez has found delayed alpha emission indicating

that a com p lex Kurie plot is expe cted for this nuc lide a Is o.
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d 1e spIra =or It spectrometer WIt ItS arge -SOlI -ang e

focusing was selected for the spectral measurements, The principle

of this instrument is based on the fact that a charged particle of a

certain momentum originating at the axis and trave ling in the plane of

symmetry of a nonhomogeneous axially symmetric magnetic field

spirals out to a circle of fixed radius p, By placing a detector at this

radi us, whose magnitude depends only on the magnetic -field shape,

and varying the field, one can intercept particles of various momenta.

It was possible to detect positrons and electrons simultaneously with

an arrangement of two sets of Geiger tubes in coincidence on the

focal circle. Fortunately, by using targets of beryllium or C 13 ~en~

riched carbon bombarded in the beam of the 32-Mev Berkeley proton

linear accelerator$ one can produce Li8 and B8 or Bl2 and N12, Thus

simultaneous-detection of the mirror decays is feasible, Since the

half lives of the elements studied are so short, all less than 1 see,

it was necessary to create the activity at the source position of the

spectrometer. Therefore the magnet was located so that the proton

beam came down the axial hole in the magnet, and the counting was

done between proton pulses.
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II. APPARATUS

A. General Layout

The experimental work was performed at the Berke ley 32 -Mev

linear accelerator. The proton beam from the accelerator enters the

concrete-walled bombardment area (shown in Fig. 1) and is bent

20 degrees horizontally by a steering magneL Three feet farther dov..n-

stream the protons pass through an adjustable aluminum iris set for a

liS-in. -square collimation. The target, located in the median plane

of the spectrometer, is 6.5 it beyond. In the upstream bras s tube of

the vacuum chamber is located a I/S=in. 1. d. carbon collimator

(Fig. 2) whose exit is about 3 in. from the median plane.

After pas sing through the target, the beam trave ls down the

exit brass tube, through the end window~ and into the Faraday cup.

The charge is measured by an electrometer and a Speedomax recorder.

B. Spiral~Orbit Spectrometer

Dr. Miyamoto developed a magnetic spectrometerS with a

nonhom ogene ous axia lIy s ymm etric magnetic fie Id in which the char ged

particles travel in spiral orbits from an axially located source to a

focal circle (Fig. 3). Its great advantage over other spectrometers is

the large-solid-angle focusing. The conditions are such that particles

leaving the axis in all directions in the median plane with momentum

p = mv = eH (p) p approach a circle of focus of radius p, where p is

determined from the equation

2 (
p

H(p)p =
0

H(r) rdr.

Those of greater momentum pass through and are lost, while those of

less momentum turn back before reaching the circle. FQr low~intensity

activities it is also possible to take advantage of z focusing because

p is in the fringe field region outside the radius of the pole pieces.

The solution of the equations of motion will Lead one to these conclusions

as well as to the shape of the resolution function of the spectrometer. 9, 10

The theory is outlined in Appendix A. Note that the position of p is

independent of the magnitude of the magnetic field. Thus it is pos sib le

to detect particles within a small momentum interval that are emitted

near the axis at all angle s in the median plane simply by placing a
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Fig. 1. View of bombardment area.
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Fig. 2. Cross section through spectrometer. The pole tips,
target, slits, detector, and vacuum chamber are shown.
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MU-15567

Fig. 3. Median plane of spectrometer. The vacuum chamber,
detectors, and several orbits are shown.
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suitable detector in the focal circle. Different momenta are measured

by the usual procedure of varying the magnetic field. The r adia 1 fie Id.

distribution is not too critical but is usually shaped to obtain focusing

properties suitable to the particular experiment. For large-z focusing,

a field decreasing with r over most of the orbit is desirable, whereas

for high resolution, a fairly flat central portion and then a steep fall-

off with r is better. One must be careful that saturation effects do not

~__u~cha.!lg_ethe shape of the magnetic -fie Iddistribution as the fie ld is

changed, since these can seriously alter the detection probability

and energy calibration.

The particular electromagnet used for the spectrometer has a

14-in. o. d. iron core with a 1.5 -in. axial hole through it. A 5 =kw

motor generator set, coupled with a current regulator capable of

better than 0.1 % regulation, energized the pole windings. Facing the

gap are several special pole pieces (Fig. 2). Following the core and

windings is a pole piece designed to serve as part of the vacuum

chamber. It consists of a 14~in. 0. d. by I-in. -thick soft-iron disk

to which a 0.5~in. ~thick nonmagnetic stainless steel ring, 20 in. 0. d.

and 14-in. 1. d., is welded flush v.rith the face toward the core. The

use of stainless steel rather than soft iron is a precaution against

nonuniform saturation effects, which could change the fie ld shape and,

consequently, the position of the focal radius. Next comes a pole

piece, 14 in. 0. d. by 1.875 in. thick. Three bolts extending down

through the yoke and the core sers",,. into blind holes in this disk.

Finally, facing the gap and attached to the preceding piece, is a pole

tip, 11.5 in. 0. d. by 0.75 in. thick, which create s a s lower fa 11~off

of the magnetic field intensity with increasing radius. This piece is

covered with liB-in. aluminum to reduce scattering. Across the

2-in. -wide gap is a similar pole geometry.

The radial magnetic =field distribution in the median plane is

shown in Fig. 4. The dip in the center is caused by the axial hole,

Also shown are the vector potential and the product of field and radius.

The intersection of the last two curves illustrates the graphical method

of determining the focal circle. Several typical orbits for particles

originating from the axis are shov:in in Fig, 30
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The vacuum chamber consistsofseveral parts (Figs. 2 and 3).

The special pole tips mentioned above have an a ring (on the gap side)

located at a radius outside the bolts holding the pole tips. On the out-

side circumference is another groove for a Hycar gasket. Around this

and enclosing the gap is a 0.5-in. =thick brass cylinder separable into

two halves which, when bolted together, pull down on the 20-in. -o.d.

pieces and the appropriate gaskets to form a tight seal. In this brass

cylinder are several openings covered with Lucite windows, __p_ermitting

access inside the chamber and pass =through connections for the various

Geiger=tube cables. A 1 ~in. -i. d. brass tube with a-ring seals is

fitted in the axial hole of each magnet pole. One provides a beam

entrance and vacuum connection to the linear accelerator, and the

other an exit to the Faraday cup for the protons after pas sing through

the target. There is a cap with a O.OOl-ino -thick copper foil window

ove r the exit end of the tub e. A mechanical vacuum pump attached to

a pump-out connection on the brass chamber was used to pump the

system down before the port to the linear accelerator was opened.

The most suitable shape for the targets in this particular ex-

periment was conica19 with the axis coinciding with the magnetic axis

and the collimated proton beamo This form permitted a compromise

between minimizing the ener gy los s of the electrons in the target and

exposing a maximum number of target nuclei to the proton beam, and

allowed the use of a target holder that would not be struck by the

pr otons or focused electrons 0 Not in this experiment but in some

cases, such as determining an excitation function, one would also want

a minimum loss of energy by the protons in the target. Here again

the conical target would be advantageous 0 The central half-angle of

the cone is250, 'determined by a steel mold available from a previous

experiment. The cones were attached to thin-walled polyethylene

cylinders, 00875 ino in diameter, extending out about an inch from

metal cylinder s that slide inside the axial bras s tube s of the vacuum

chamber 0 This provided accurate centering and a quick method of

changing targets through the rear of the magnet. Because the 0000 I-in.

beryllium foil available was too brittle to form a cone, a four-sided

pyramid \vith a \-vall thickness of 0.002 ino was constructed and attached
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as above. The C 13 -enriched carbon was packed in the tip between two

0:002-in. -thick polyethylene cones separated ~y a ti'uncatedcone

(0.004 in. thick in one case, and 0.015 in. i:nthe other) (Fig. 5).

For bettermomentum selectionone must use defining slits.

To limit the aperturenormal to the pole faces and thus discriminate

againstelectronshaving a z component of momentum. there is a

0.5-in. -wide annular slit definedby 0.5-in. -thick brass rings around

the 11.5-in.pole tips. (Fig. 2). Since the magnetic field distribution

(Fig. 4) is fairly flat inside this radius ,one expects littlez focusing

in this region.

At the detector (Figs. 2 and 3L consisting of three Geiger

tubes in coincidence, is another slit system. The tubes are housed

in lead shielding with 1.25-in. slits of 0.25-in. radial width. The

central angle from the first slit and tube to the second s lit and tube

is about 25 degrees. The last two tubes are mounted as close as

possible in one lead housing. This arrangement was designed to

minimize scattering and yet give good discrimination against back-

ground originating outside the target. ' Because it was desirable to

count both positrons and electrons at the same time toconserve running

time, there is a similar detector system back to back with this one.

The counter slits are centered on a radius of 7.75 in., a value

based on preliminary IT)agnetic-field measurements. The actual

focal radius is at 7.71 in., with the result that a small energy

correction is required; this is discussed later. The lead counter

housings are mounted on a l!S=in. brass plate curved to rest on top

of the 14~in. pole pieces. In view of the possible necessity of frequent

changes in the counting tubes, the counter housings had to be made

easily removable through the 4=by~5 -in. windows of the vacuum

chamber. By means '0£ guides and stops, replacement of parts was

made reproducible to better than 0,01 in.

In order to detect the beta particles, Victoreen IB35 Geiger

tubes were used. These 0.75,~in. =diam. cylindrical aluHlinum tubes

have a wall thickness of 30 mg/cm2. Only the central 1.25 in. of the

2-.in. sensitive length is used. A good tube when new has a plateau

from about 800 to 1.000 volts with a. slope of 3U;oper 100 ? for
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Fig. 5. Cross section of target holder and C13 target.
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about 150 v of this range. As the useful counting lifetime of the tube

is used up, the plateau becomes less flat and shifts towards higher

voltages. Before use, a tube's plateau was determined, and usually

before a day's run each tube was rechecked. Occasionally tubes would

not last the normal lifetime. This may have been a result of the use

inside a vacuum. It is conceivable that minute leaks may appear when

the external pressure is less than the internal pressure of the tube.

Because the tubes were operated in a magnetic field during the

experiment, tube response under these conditions was carefully

studied. The observation of the oscilloscope traces of the pulse shape

and height revealed no significant differences when the magnetic field

was changed from zero to a value above those reached in the spectral

measurements. As another check, the plateaus of two tubes were

measured at zero and at a high field, and again no significant difference

was noted.

Actua 11y the c onditi ons ar e bette r than the y seem 0 The parti c Ie s

detected in coincidence are re stricted by slits and pas s near the central

wire of the Geiger tubes. For such conditions ~ the plateaus should

be flatter and a bit longer. With only the central portion of the tube

irradiated, a fairly good plateau resulted for a tube previously rejected

when the plateau was measured with over -all exposure to radiationo

The dead time is a limiting factor in the singles counting rates:.

and care must be taken not to jam the counter s with high partic le fluxe s.

The dead time can be observed on an oscilloscope or measured by use
1 1

of two source s. The values obtained are about 200 microseconds.

Another check on counter over loading and a method of measurement

of the dead time of the coincidence system results from the half-life

measurements of the activities. If the data points early in the life

fall below the straight line on the semilogarithmic plot (Figo 6),

saturation of the counters is taking place. From the singles counting

rate and the difference between the data and straight line, one may

calculate a dead time of about 150 to 200 I-Lsecc During the experiment

the singles counting rate was monitored as a precaution against over-

loading the detectors.
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Fig. 6. Example of a decay curve for N12(Run 3).
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c. Electronics

The electronic circuitry was quite simple (Fig. 7). The negative

Geiger-counter pulses were attenuated and fed into a linear amplifier.

The positive output pulses were shaped into 2 -f.lsecsquare pulses by a

variable-gate and variable-delay unit and then fed into a mixer to obtain

triple coincidences. The coincidence output was paralleled into the

-- -------

desired number of scalers. A scaler-gate unit provided gates which

activated the scalers and a five-channel tandem -gate unit. The tandem-

gate unit produced five gates in succession. The scaler-gate unit

produced a gate that triggered the tandem gate. For N12, with the

linear accelerator running at the normal repetition rate of 15 pulses

per second (66.7 msec between pulses), the scaler-gate unit was

triggered by the linear-accelerator trigger and was set to give a

50-msec gate delayed about 10 msec. This gated one scaler to give

a total count and triggered the tandem gate which was adjusted to give

10-msec gates. Thus the scalers counted over about five lifetimes,

with one scaler recording the sum as a cross check. To get a good

half life, a second tandem -gate unit was triggered at the end of the

first five gate s, and with a linac repetition rate of 7.5/ see about ten

half lives could be covered. For B 12, the same arrangement as for

NI2 was used during the spectral measurement. In order to get the

half-lifedata, a 3.75/see rate and ten tandem gates were used to

cover about ten lifetime s.

For B8 and Li8 with lifetimes of about 0.8 see, some modifi-

cations had to be made in the triggering and gating. A scaler counted

the I5~per-sec machine trigger pulses, and the scale-of-16 output

fed a modified scaler. By means of relays the latter controlled a

cycle as follows: 16 pulses (1.067 sec) of accelerated protons, 112

pulses (7.467 see) in which the Van de Graaff phasing was shifted so

that no protons would be accelerated by the linear accelerator, resto-

ration of the proper phase, and repetition of the cycle. The various

gates were triggered by the modified scaler to operate during the

beam - off time.
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III, OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

A, Spe ctr a

In making the spectrometer current settings, great care was

taken to follow as nearly as possible the same magnetization curve,

Spectral data was taken only at field values reached by increasing the

forward or reverse currenL A Leeds and Northrup potentiometer

permitted adjustment of the current to about 0,1 %, and the current

regulator he ld it to this accuracy o~_<:~~_tJ}.~e_--~_?--Kn,etand windings were

warmed up,

In the measurement of a spectruTIl, the current settings were

made so that counting data were taken at every other or every fourth

electron energy of the chosen series during a particular quarter cycle

of the magnetization curve, The other points were covered in following

cycles on both the increasing forward and reverse currents, We

believe this procedure minimized the effects of possible drifts and

fluctuations on the experimental data, It also alternated the measure-

ment of a particular spectrum fr am one detector system to the other

with each current reversaL In case a normalization was needed for

combining the data from the various eyeless a selected point near the

maximum counting rate was repeated each quarter cycle, Data were

taken at each point for a sufficient number of microcoulombs of proton

beam collected in the Faraday cup to give 5 to 100/0 counting statistics

at the peak counting rate, In a ll~ each m eas ur ern ent, exc 1uding the

normalization point, was repeated three to six times for a complete

spectrum measuremenL

B, Lifethne s

For the half-life determinations, the current was normally

set for an energy giving a maximum counting rate, Some data were

also taken at higher and lower current settings to check for contami-

nations by other activities, Counts were taken in consecutive gates

extending out to ab out 10 ha 1£ live s for each nuc lide, The linear

accelerator was run at the proper pulse rate or cycling, and the widths

of the gates were set to better than 1% .with the aid of an oscilloscope

calibrated with a Tektronix type -180 time -mark generator. For

greater accuracy, one gate at a time gated a scaler that counted the
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output from a time -mark generator which permitted at least 1000 pips

per gate width. Another scaler recorded the number of gates during

a given run. The number of marks divided by the product of frequency

and number of gates gives a good width calibration; and indicates any

drifts in widths during the data-collection time 0

~ ~-~-
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IV. DATA REDUCTION

A. Theory of Beta Decay

In order to obtain the theoretical shape 12 of a beta -decay

momentum spectrum, one starts from a general formula for the

transition rate from an initial state into a continuum of states:

- 21T IH 1

2 dn

R - 11 dW 0

~---------- Here H is the matrix element of the perturbation causing the transition.

The statistical factor, dn/dW 0' is the number of final states per unit

interval of the energy re lease W o = W + W , where Wand Warev v

the total energies of the electron and neutrino. Thus we have

2
dn - p dp dw

dWO - {21Tti)3

2
q dw
-3
(21Tti) c

where p and q -( equal to W /c) are the momenta of thev

neutrino and electron respectively. Integrating over the solid angles

and sub stituting int 0 R, we obtain:

-2 2 2
R = N[p] dP = C JH l p (W0 -W) d P

or

N (p) = C j MJ 2 F (Z, p) P2 (W0 -W) 2 ,

where M is the matrix of the nuclear transition, and F{Z, p)= J ljJe{R}]2

is the Coulomb factor that distorts the statistical shape by the inter-

action of the Coulomb field of the electron and daughter nucleus. For

data analysis it is more convenient to work with the Kurie form of the

equations,

wo-w =J N(p)
F(Z,p)p2

Plotted against W, this is a straight line for a pure ly statistical shape,

and its intersection with the energy axis gives the upper limit bf the

s pe ctrum.

The Coulomb factor is small for low-Z nuclides and high-

momentum electrons. For these conditions a simplified equation
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can be used'. 13 Figure 8 shows that the Coulomb factor changes the

shape of the Kurie function by only a few tenths of a percent at most

over the energy range of interest.

A quantity that aids in determining the forbiddenness of a

transition is the log ft value. Here f is the energy integral of the

statistica 1 factor modified by the C oulomrb factor, and t is the ha 1£

lif e . The ft value is inversely proportional to the nuclear matrix

elements and--thus---is-a-measure of their influence on the decay

probability. The "favored" transitions have log ft =2.7 to 3.7. 1 The

normal allowed transitions fall on the range 4 to 5.8. Moszkowski14

presents a rapid method for calculating log it values. He separates

the quantity into a main term log fot plus correction terms for the

Coulomb factor and for branching. The fO is simply the energy integral

over the statistical shape and is a measure of the decay probability if the

Coulomb factor and nuc lear effects are neglected. The partial half

life for transitions is accounted for by the branching correction.

The maximum energy W 0 is determined by the mass difference

between the parent and daughter nuclides. For electron transitions,
2

- mOc = TO'the atomic-mass difference or Q value is equal to Wo

the maximum kinetic energy. For positron emission
2 2

Q = W 0 + mOc = TO + 2mOc .
In order to obtain a momentum spectrum from the spectrometer

data, one must divide the counts by the corresponding momentum or

something proportional to it~ because the width of the resolution

function is proportional to the momentum focused. In this experiment

the maximum value of the magnetic fie Id in the median plane is used

instead of the actual momentum. A calibration curve of the spectrometer-

excitation current against the magnetic field \J\.ras established and the

corresponding focus energy calculated. The absolute accuracy dis-

cussed in Section VI is about 0.30;0. For each current setting~ the

Kurie function with the momentum replaced by the corresponding

magnetic fie Id is calculated and plotted against the kinetic energy;

field and energy were obtained from the calibration curve. Because

the detector positions were not centered on the focal orbit and because

of a slight magnetic-field asymmetry, there are two corrections to

the energy calibration. These are evaluated in Section VIA.
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Fig. 8. Coulomb factor in beta decay.

F'=F(Z, TJ)/<j>(Z) = TJ2S(A+B/TJ+C/r]2)"TJ=p/meC,2 1
S=[1-(aZ) ]"2-1. Good to about 10/0 above 3 Mev.
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B. Statistics, Errors~ Least=Squares Fit

In the treatment of data, the work of Birge is followed. 15 He

discusses statistical errors, propagation oferrors in functions of

measured quantities, and fitting of data. If the true errors X of a

sample of n observations are known~ the root=mean-square error or
1 ].

standard deviation is n -2 {L:X2)2o Ifthe error distribution is Gaussian,

there is about 30% probability of exceeding the standard deviation. In

~---~---rnc5s-t--cases the true errors are not kno''Vn3 but the method of maximum

likelihood gives us an estimate of the error from the residuals V, the
difference of the measured values from the mean. Thus an estimate

11 2 1
of the standard deviation is (n-l) ~2 [~V ] 2. There is a distinction

made between internal consistency and external consistency of data.

Errors based on internal consistency are derived from the propagation-

of=errors formula and are a measure of the agreement to be expected

among several measured quantities. On the other hand~ errors based

on external consistency are obtained from the consistency of the data and

are a measure of the actual agreement of the data. F or the weighted

mean of n points--weights being assigned inverselyproportionalto

the square of the error~-the consistency is evaluated from the

residuals~ and the expression fa!" the root~mean~square error is

where p. is a weight.
1 1

be [L:Pi] -2. If the errors. are purely statistical~ the ratio of the

former to the latter should be unity, aside from statistical fluctuations

[

2 II
Lp.Vo '21 1

(n-l)2;pi J

By interna 1 consistency9
the error is found to

expected in the ratio. If there are systernaticand nonstatistical errors,

the ratio will be greater than one. In this experiment estimates of the

standard deviationbased on externalconsistency are used unless the

error by internal consistency is much larger. For most cases the

ratio is close to unity. The error for the maxi-mum energies, or Q

values, is based on internalconsistency,because onlya few numbers

are averaged~ and the error is equal or less by external consistency.

In the determination of the maximum energies, lifetimes, and
15

backgr ounds, a weighted least - squares straightline is fitted to the data.
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In most cases the straight line involves the logarithm or square root

of the observed data, and care must be taken to obtain the proper

weight. Application of the formula for propagation of errors gives the

error of the function in terms of the errors of the observations. The

weight is then inversely proportional to the square of this error. The

expressions used to obtain a least-squares fit of a straight line to the

experimental data were

-~- - ~~ - ~ ---~
~---~~ ¥- =n_~-O-~_x, ------------

D. a o = 2:p.x~. 2:p.y. - Lp.x. . 2:p.x.y.,11 11 11 III

D' a l = 2:p. . 2:p.x.y. - Lp.x. . 2:p.y.,1 III 11 11

2 2
D = 2:p. . 2:p.x. - (Lp.x.) ,1 1 1 1 1

where x. and y. are the measured values of the abscissa and ordinate1 1

of the ith point and the x. values are assumed to have no error. In- 1

addition the following relations were used to analyze the experimental

data:

Kurie end point:

T 0 =- a 01 a I '

Error = (r O/al). [

2 2

J

1.
2:p.x. - 22:p.x. . T O+2:p. T o

2
1 1 III

D

Half Life:

T1. = -O.69315/al '2

[ J

1
2 2:p. 2

Error = O.69315(rO/al) D 1

Error of single observation of unit weight by

external consistency: - . 2

}

i

{

2: p. [yo~y(x.)]1 1 1r =
0 n-2
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c. Lifetime

Several calculations are required for the half-life reductionso

First the mean gate widths and their uncertainties are determined

from the calibration datao Then the accumulated counts in each gate

are divided by the gate width to obtain a counting rate. The time

abscissa is calculated from the relation

e. = t. +'T/n {a/[I-exp(~a)] }o1 1
~ ~-~ ~ ~._.~~ - - .

This expres sion is derived for an as sumed mean life 'Tby equating

the counting rate calculated for a gate width ~t = a'T to the instantane ous

counting rate at time tP and solving for t'; t. is the time origin of the1

!.!h gate ~ obtained by summing the preceding gate widths 0

An error in the assumed value of 'Tshifts eacht'. by a constant1

amount ifthe ~t are equaL Even ifthe ~t are only approximately the

same~ the error introduced in the time scale is smalL For example,

in a series of gates of 10-msec widths, in which the maximum

deviation between gate widths is 0.1 msec, the error in the time

scale after a shift for alignment is less than 0001 msec when T = 29

is used instead of T = 1606 mseco For B8 and Li8 each gate maintained

its width to less than 1% deviation from the mean, and those for NI2
12

and B held to less than 005%. Assuming the maximum deviations,

one finds that the time abscissa of the firstgate is uncertain by about

this percentage~ and the last of ten gates is uncertain by about one-

third of this percentage.

After corrections for background, if any, have been made,

a weighted least-squares line is fitted to the data for In(N/~t) versus

time, with the assumption that the time scale is exact, The un-

certaintyofthe gate width is inc luded with the counting statistic s in

determining the proper weights. The error in the time scale has

been combined with the error in the mean value of the lifetime. Only

for NI2 is this addition of any significance 0

SpectraD.

10 Accidentals and Dead Time

In the reduction ofthe spectral data there are several effects

that must be consideredo Accidental coincidences, counter dead-time
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los ses, drifts, background, and electron scattering are inc luded in

the recorded counts. The spectrometer resolution and the ionization

and radiation by the electrons in the target are involved in the energy

measurements.

The correction for accidental counts is negligible. In the

determination of accidentals, delays were introduced before the mixer;

and the coincidence counting rate Vias determined.

essentially zero.

The re sult was

--------------------

The dead time of about 200 microseconds characteristic of the

Geiger tubes causes a significant loss of counts if the counting rate is

too high. During the experiment the singles rate was kept low by

using enough delay following the proton pulse and--if necessary--using

a reduced proton current. The singles counts were monitored and

maintained below a 1% loss level during the first tandem gate, whose

width was one -fifth or less of the total counting intervaL Because

the highest singles rates occur. closest to the beam, the correction

for the total counts is even smaller than for the counts from the first

gat e . Therefore no corrections have been made for the dead-time

losses. The lifetime measurements are another check on the dead-

time losses because they indicate the singles rate that can be tolerated

without distorting the straight=line semilog plot of counts against

time.

2. Drifts and Combination of Data

As mentioned before, a certain spectral point was repeated in

each run to provide a normalization point in case of any drifts.

Various sources of drift are discussed in Section VI. The ratio of

the external to the inte~nal consistency of the weighted mean of the

counts at this energy was close to unity for any particular target and

activity. This indicated that the effects of drift s, if any, were sma 11,

and the data could be added without normalization. Therefore for

each target and detector channel the counts from the successive cycles

were totaled at each energy and divided by the corresponding charge

collected in the Faraday cup.
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3. Background

In all cases a background count extended above the end point

of the activities. It was about the same for the various targets and

decreased as the focus energy was increased, There are a number

of possible sources. The cosmic-ray contribution is practically

zero because of the counter geometry and magnetic field. The

probability of detecting electrons scattered from the various spec-

t-ro-meter-parts should be small for similar reasons. H this were the

predominant source, the background data should show the lifetime of

the activity being measured. In the NI2 and B 12 data there is a time

dependence, but the decay rate is too slow. The annihilation radiation

from positron activities should be quite small because of the low

energies and small probability of making a coincidence. Probably

the activities produced by the high neutron fluxes in the bombardment

room are the main sources of the background. The fact that the

background is about the same for the various targets tends to

substantiate this view.

To correct the spectral data, a least-squares straight line

was fitted to the points above the maximum ener gy and extended to

lower energies, The counts at each energy were then corrected for

this extrapolated background.

A limitation of this method is the accuracy of the extrapolation

of the background to lower energies. The data are not sufficient to

determine the dependence on the magnetic field other than a tendency

to increas~ with decreasing magnetic field. One might expect this
\
I

behavior for general background~ because at lower fields less is

swept out of the detector system. One cannot use the lifetime data

to determine the background for the spectral runs because the

background level is different under the various operating conditions

of the linear accelerator. Fortunately the background is not excessive,

and the method used should give a reasonable reduction of the data.

Near the peak of the various spectra, the background is about 1% except

for B 8, where itis about 3.6%.
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Scattering Correction4,

Because a triple coincidence was necessary to reduce the back-

ground to a reasonable value~ one must correct for the scattering of

the electrons by the Geiger counters, Fortunately the measured

correction to the counting rate at energies greater than 1Z Mev is less

than Z% (Fig, 9), The correction becomes quite large at low energies

and reduces the accuracy of the spectral data, Within the statistic s

of the measurement, the positron and electron scattering are the same,
-- --- m ~ r6 -

From theoretical calculations for low atomic numbers and

energies above 1 Mev, the differentialcros s section for electron

scattering is

a = aR {l-f3ZsinZ(e/Z) +1TZf3 (l sin(8/Z}[1-sin(e/Z)] },

where
Z Z 4

aR = (Ze /Zpv) csc (e/Z)

is the Rutherford cross section, For positrons, Z is replaced by

-Z to a first approximation, Therefore for small angles the scatter-

ing of electrons and positrons is about the same, .Lr\ctualcalculations

of the scattering to be expected from the first tube would "ge difficult,

Because the magnetic field is not homogeneous ~ particles scattered

in various directions are deflected differently, The walls of the tubes

are curved and present varying thicknesses to the incident electrons,

Anothe r comp Hcating fact is that the trajectorie s enter the detector

at various angles, and an analysis of orbit distributions and probabilities

would be required,

Several experimental arrangements were used to measure the

scattering, and each involved introducing more scattering material

into the detector system, From the standpoint of reproducibility and

of least disturbance of the counting geometry, the most suitable

method consisted of adding 0,005- and O,OlO=in, thicknesses of aluminum

before and after the firsttube, The counting rates were determined

at five electron energies with and without the scatterers, The lead

housing necessitated a 3/8-in, separation of the aluminum from the

tube. This separation may exaggerate the scattering effect~ but tends
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to bring it in line with the effect of the increased mean thickness of

the tube wall due to its curvature, a factor neglected in the treatment

of the data. Because the last two Geiger tubes were 1/8 in. apart

and the counting aperture of the first of the two was restricted by a

slits the scattering loss here should be negligible compared with that

from the first tubec

The counting data, consisting of several cycled repetitions at

each energy, are plotted against thickness with the assumptionuthat--_--_---------------------

the tube is 0.010 in. thick. A straight -line fit by eye is extended to

a zero thickness, and the ratio S of this extrapolated counting rate

to the normal counting rate with just the counters in the detector

system is then obtained. The accuracy is determined from the

consistency of the measurements. To correct the spectral data at

the various energies, one simply multiplies by the proper ratio S.

A second=degree polynomial was fitted by weighted least squares to

the points for Channel As excluding the lowest=energy point near 3 Mev.

The curve for Channel B, which has a narrower slit before the second

tube, was obtained by adding to S(A) 10% of the correction S(A)-l.

This gives a reasonable fit to the data for Channel B except for one

low point at 9 Mev.

5. Energy Loss by Ionization

A second correction isnecessary for the electron energy loss

by ionization and collision processes in the target. To determine it,

one must know the electron path~length distributions and the most

probable energy loss and the energy straggling distribution as a

function of the path length. Fortunate ly there has been some good

theoretical and experimental work on this problem, and the ionization

loss and straggling distribution are probably known to a fev;.r percent

in the region from 5 to 20 Mev.

The calculations of Sternheimer are used to obtain the most

probable energy loss. He develops equations based on experimental

values of the mE8..n excitation potentials. 17 The expression applicable

to this work was later corrected to
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/ 2 ' / . ; 22
E ,= (At ~ ) {B+ 1.06+ 2Jn{p I-Lc)+ In{At 13 )- ~ -oJ,

p -

and the values to the con.stants were recalculated on the basis of more
, 1 1 f h ' ., .

1 19
recent experlmenta va ues 0 t e lonlzahon potentIa s.

The shape of the energy straggling curve has been calculated

by Landau20 and by William s, 21 using different methods but obtaining

18

practically the same results. The shape is nearly constant for various

energies, materials, and thicknesses when plotted against

~--_n_n~ Teu=£7t(Atfl3-2r~The experimental work of Goldwasser et at 22 agrees
p

we 11 with the Landau distribution and with the most pr obab Ie ener gy

loss as calculated from Sternheimer's work. In the data reduction,

the shape measured by Goldwasser et at. is used with the most

probable energy loss as calculated from Sternheimer's equation.

Because the energy corrections are small, one does not need

to know the target thickness accurately, For the analysis the pyramidal

beryllium target was approximated by a cone having a radial wall

thickness of 0.0025 in, For the targets of carbon and polyethylene

uniform distribution of the C 13 was assumed. Because the density of

the C 13 -enriched powder in the target was not known, an experiment

was designed to measure it. The attenuation of a beam from a Sr - y90

beta source passing through the target was compared with that for

polyethylene of the same shape. From this study an equivalent

pQlyethylene wall thickness was obtained for the two targets used.

The radial equivalent thickness for the thin target was 0.0088 in. and

for the thick target 0.0 188 in. The accuracy of the measurements is

about 10%. This is quite sufficient because the mean ionization energy

loss for the targets used is less than 1% of the maximum energies of

the activities studied.

The path=length distributions for the conical targets were

determined by summing the distributions calculated for seven sections

within the l/B -in, beam diameter and defined by planes normal to and

spaced at equal intervals a long the z axis, Each of the s e sections,

approximated by a cylinder, was divided into five rings of equal

radial width. Assuming a source located at the mean radius of the

ring and emitting particles in all directions in a plane normal to the
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axis, one obtains the distribution of lengths fr om
1

L, = [R02=r~ sin2e]2 =r.cos e, O<8<arcsin (R I/r,)1 1 1 1

and

Li = [R~ -r~ sin2e]t-ricos e-2[Ri-r~ sin2e]t, arcsin(RI/ri)~e< 1800,

where 2RI is the inside diameter and ZRO the outside diameter of a

section, and is the mean radius of the !.!h ringo The distribution

for the ring is obtained by calculating theAl} for a given L::I: ~L/2.

The resulting curves of ~e, which corresponds to number of particles,

versus L are weighted by r., a ring~volume factor, and summed to1

give the distribution for a particular sectiono Then all sections are

combined to give the path-length distribution (Fig 0 lOa, c L
There are three small corrections to the path length which

have been neglected in the calculations 0 Multiple scattering increases

the path length by a factor [1 + ~ l to give a most probable path

length.23 The Ais a scattering length and the correction is at most
, 24

a few tenths of a percent for the tar gets usedo

The second is the change in the path length due to the curvature

of the trajectory in the magnetic fie Ido But the radius of curvature

at the origin for a focused particle is about 303 ino, and therefore the

correction is again negligible for the 1/8-diamo sour ceo

The last one is the change of the path length for angle s of

emission out of the median planeo

a few degrees by the annular sliL

The maximum angle is limited to

Also, because the cone walls

intersect the median plane at an angle, some paths are increased and

other s decreased. This correction is small compared with the

approximations used and has been neglectedo

The next step consisted of the folding of the ionization-los s

distribution into the path-length distributiono This was done graphically

by determining at equal intervals along the path distribution the most

probable loss and corresponding straggling curve normalized by area

and the path-Jength probabilityo The summation of ordinates at

intervals in the energy scale then gives the resultant energy-loss

distribution of electrons originating in the target (Figo lab, d)o
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The effect of the ionization loss on the spectra is to shift the

energy scale by an amount approximately equal to the loss which

bisects the area under the energy-loss distribution curve. This may

be demonstrated by folding the distribution into a calculated spectrum

and determining the shift in the Kurie -function end point. Except

where the distribution over laps the end pointJ the Kurie function is

still essentially straight for an allowed shape. Therefore an energy

equal to this half-area energy loss is added to the experimental upper

limit obtained from the least-squares fit. The beryllium-target

energy correction has been derived from its half -area path length by

extrapolation of the re lation of the half -area path to the half -area

energy loss for the carbon-bearing targets.

-- ~-_.

To cover many factorsJ an accuracy of 20% has been assigned

to the energy-loss correction of the carbon-bearing targets and 25%

for the beryllium target. For the latterJ the main errors are the

approximation of a pyramid by a cone and the extrapolation., of the half-

area energy for the path distribution by the use of the thicker -target

results as a guide. For the carbon targetsJ the comparative-thickness

measurement and the as sumption of uniform distribution of the carbon

is otope s ar e contributing factor s. Another as sumption that is not

exact is that the tar get energy losse s can be treated separate ly from

the spectrometer resolution. But for the resolution used and the

losses involved this is a small effect.

6. Radiation Loss

The bremsstrahlung introduces another energy loss that should

be considered. Bethe and Heitler have derived expressions for the

straggling distributions. 25 For light elements and electron energies

in the range of interest, the corrections are negligible and are not

used in this reduction. From the experimental standpoint3 the work

of Goldwas ser et aL on the energy- straggling distribution f or light

elements22 agrees well with the Landau curve without any broadening

needed for radiation losses.
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Spiral-Orbit -Spectrometer Res bltition

There are several data corrections associated with the

spectrometer resolution, or line shape (Fig. 11). The derivation of

this shape for a conical target and a liB-in. proton beam is described

in Appendix B. For a curve symmetrical about 6.B/B = 0, corres-

ponding to the energy of the focal circle for a given current setting,

the theoretical beta spectrum is modified significantly only at the

fri-axlniurn-en-ef-gyUwlthiiithewidth of the line shape. For an asymmetric

function, one obtains an energy shift of the spectrum equal to the

energy difference between the set energy and the energy whose ordinate

bisects the area under the curve. Here 6.T/T, 6.p/p, and 6.B/B are

7.

used interchangeably because for the range under consideration the

electron energy is proportional to the momentum and therefore the

magnetic field. The resolution curve shown is for the slit system

centered on the focal circle. The full width at half amplitude is 1.30/0.

The probability of focusing higher-energy electrons is obtained from

the right side of the curve. The asymmetry necessitates an energy

correction of 0.0430;0to be added to T.

There are two other effects that should be mentioned briefly

here and are discussed more fully in Section VI. One is the energy

shift caused by the detectors' being slightly outside the focal circle,

as mentioned before. Since the magnetic fieId is not quite symmetrical

for Channel B the momentum in the focal circ Ie is slightly lower. As

a result Channel A requires a 0.3% increase in the calibration energy,

and Channe 1 B as a result of the two effects require s a 0.1 UJo reduction

in the calibration energy.
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Fig. 11. Resolution function of the spiral-orbit.:.spectrorneter
for a 1/8 -in. beam and a conical target. The arrow
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unde r the curve. .
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v. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Boron~8 and Lithium-8

1. Lifetime

Because the lifetimes of Li8 and B8 are nearly equal, the same

gate widths and linear-accelerator cycling were used for both. The

16 -pulse beam =on and 112 -pulse beam -off cyc le with 15 pulses per

second gives about 10 half lives between bombardments. Ten consec-

utive gates of width 0.7 sec were then triggered_Jo__fQl1Qw__thE;_CiE;_c:~-Y:-QJ_~--~---

the activitie s. Several sets of data were taken on different days, and

the gate shave s lightly different calibrated widths.

For the LiB decay, the data indicated no need for background

subtraction within the statistics of the counts in the final gates. A

mean half life of 0.87:i: 0.01 sec is obtained from the least-squares-

fit values for the runs presented in Table L The results of other

experiments are also tabulated. The fourth run is shown in Fig . 12.
It was necessary to subtract a background to obtain the B8 lifetime.

With a somewhat arbitrary background and a 5-sec half life, fairly

consistent lifetime data are obtained from the several runs. As suming

all the counts in the first gate are B8, one can calculate the numbers

to be expected in the final gates. The background is normalized to the

difference of the total counts and the calculated B 8 counts in the last

few gates. After this component has been subtracted, the least-

square s fit is applied. The various runs and the mean half life of

0.75 :i: .02 sec are presented in Table II along with results from the

literature. The fourth set of data is shown in Fig . 13.

2. Spectra

Because the lifetimes of LiB and B8 are long compared with

the nor.mal repetition rate of the linear accelerator, a data-collecting

procedure was adopted to conserve running time. In order to determine

the purity of the activities, preliminary spectral data were taken in

five consecutive gates covering about 2.5 lifetimes during the 2.13 -sec

beam=off time of a 4.27-sec accelerator cycle. Further evidence was

obtained during the lifetim~ measurements when some data were taken

at various energies. This survey indicated that the positron data were

consistent with a half life of between 0.6 and 0.9 see to as low as 2 Mev,



Tab Ie I

Li 8 lifetime

This experiment Other experiments

Weighted mean of the half life is 0.873 :i: 00013 sec. which

includes 0.75% error in time scale.

a A footnote in Reference 30 indicates that this value may be higho

Run Noo Half life Standard
(sec) deviation

1 - 0,897 0.012

2 0,852 0.015

3 0,896 0.054

4 0.,867 0.019

5 0,824 0.025

6 0<8 92 O.02 8

Half life Reference
(sec) No.

0088 :i: 001 26

0.88 :i: 0003 27

0089 :i: 0.02a 28

0.88 29

00825 :i: 0.02 30
I

0.89 ? 1 ..J:>.J.L
t--'

0.85 :i: 00016 32
I

0,,89 :i: 0001 33

0.875 :i: 0002 34

00841 :i: 00004 35
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2 / Tt= 0.87 see
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MU-15574

Fig. 12. Example of a decay curve for Li8(Run 4).



Tab le II

B 8 Lifetime

Other experiments

Half life
(see)

0.65 :t:0.1

0.61:t:0.l1

0.78 :t:O.Ol

Reference
No.

3

32

36

Weighted mean of the half life is O.75':t: Q.02::sec ,which

includes an assumed 0.75% error in time scale.

I
~
I..V
I

.This experiment

R un No. Half life Standard
(see) deviation

1 0.743 0.056

2 0.812 0.046

3f5 0.705 0.050

4 0.736 0.048

6 0.757 0.083
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B8

. Original data
A Data corrected

for background
-~-~--~ ~-~-~ ~~ ~

~1 = 0.74 see.

_-:7grOUnd
---8-_--
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0 2 4 6

Time (see)
8

MU-15575

Fig. 13. Example of a decay curve for B8(Run 4). For
clarity the background and original data are offset from the
corrected data.
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and the electron data were consistent with a half-life between 0.8 and

0.9 sec to as low as 1.5 Mev. These values are in agreement with the

measured lifetimes. The identity is lost in the low-energy region in

background and other activities. Most of the spectral data were then

taken with the normal accelerator operation of 15 pulses per sec and

a 50 msec gate delayed 12 msec after the beam pulse. The Kurie

functions of the data taken by the two methods were in good agreement

for bothB S and LiS, and indicate that there is littleinterference from
~----

other activities or background.

The data were corrected for scattering in the detector and for

background. Because within statistical error the background was the

same for BS and LiS above 15.5 Mev, the data were combined and

fitted with a weighted least-squares line. For LiS in Channel A

(Fig. 14) at 16 Mev, the background is about 0.30/0 of the peak spectral

counts per microcoulomb, and at 7 Mev it is about 0.7%. For B S in

Channel A (Fig. 15Y-the corresponding figures are I.S% and 3.6%. In

the figures, the LiS background apF>ears much less than that for B S

because of the normalization. The lifetime data taken above 15 Mev

show no indication of any decay over a period of about 5 sec, but the

counts in each gate are few.

The subsequent analysis of the LiS and B S beta spectra is

complicated by the nature of the daughter nuc lide Be S. 37 This nuc leus

is unstable to heavy-particle emission, and the levels decay in a very

short time into two alpha particles.

One approach would be to calculate the spectra by the use of

the known data on the levels in BeS. Because the states having the

same angular momentum are widely spaced, one can apply the single-

level resonance theory to obtain a density of states available to beta
. . 3S Th htranslhons. us we ave

a(E) = [EO-E)2 + r 2/4] =1,

where EO is the excitation energy of the leve 1 and r is the full width

at half --amplitude. Then a composite spectrum may be calculated if

a superposition of many simple spectra each weighted by the corres-

ponding a(E) is assumed. Using the first excited-state parameters ~
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Fig. 14. Kurie function for Li8 in Channel A. The end-point
region is shown with an expanded ordinate and without the
correction for background (dashed curve). The solid curve

is calculated from the Be8 alpha spectrum. The triangles
are the branching obtained from the straight line. Standard
deviations are indicated. The arrows indicate th~ expected
end points for 0 -, 2.9 -, and 11 -Mev levels in Be o.
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Fig. 15. Kurie function for B8 in Channel A. The end-point
region is shown with an expanded ordinate and without the

correction for backgroun1 (dashed curve). The solid curve
is calculated from the Be alpha spectrum. The triangles
indicate the branching obtair,led from the straight line.
Standard deviations are indicated. The arrows indicate the
end points expected for 0-, 2.9-, and II-Mev levels in Be8.
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one predicts an excess of high-energy electrons and a lack of low~

energy ones. The Be 8 alpha spectrum predicted by this density of

states if populated by the Li8 decay is shown in Fig. 16. However,

another factor, the Coulomb barrier to alpha decay, 39 has been

neglected. Because in one mean life of the leve 1 following its creation

by the beta transition, the electron travels a distance of the order of

its wave length, the wave function of the electron and, as a result, its

momentum may be affected by the Be 8 decay. The CouToriib-DarrTe~r~---------------------

to alpha decay inhibits the transition from lower excitation energies

more than from higher ones. Therefore one would expect fewer high-

energy electrons than are predicted by the simple one=level theory.

Incidentally, this does not explain the lack of transitions to the ground

state, because the ground-state lifetime is much longer, and its

decay should not perturb the electron wave functions. Multiplication

of the one -leve 1 theory by the barrier =penetrability factor then give s

one good agreement for the upper part of the beta spectrum. {Figure

16 shows the effect on the expected alpha spectrum}. This factor is

sensitive to the separation of the alpha particles in Be 8. A smaller

radius increases the barrier and in consequence enhances the.

probability of lower=energy electrons relative to those at higher

energy. This improve s agreement with the data. But fr om the leve 1

width and from alpha=alpha scattering, one expects a fairly large

separation of the alpha particles. 40 Therefore, to explain the low=

energy electrons one must introduce transitions to higher le\.B.lsin

Be 8. There is strong evidence of a broad level near 11 Mev.40 Here

the Coulomb factor again inhibits the low-energy tail of the resonance,

because the state has a short lifetime, and the barrier is higher be-

cause of the larger angular momentum.

Thus, to fitthe beta spectra of Li8 and B8, one has several

parameters for each level. These are the energy widths of the states,

the alpha-particle separations, and the beta-decay transition proba-

bilitiesto the two levels that depend on the angular momentum and

nuclear configurations as well as the available phase space. Several

combinations were tried, and it appears that a fit can be obtained with

the 2.9-Mev and II-Mev levels, but it see1TIedmore enlighteningto

pursue other methods.
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I. afo

2.0 Pfo

3.Mean of severaI experiments

4.Bonner et al
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8
5.Frost and Hanna
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MU-15578

Fig. 160 Be8 alpha spectra. Curve 1 is a one-level resonance

distribution of states populated by the LiS beta decay. CUBve
2 is modified by the Coulomb barrier to alpha decay of Be .
Curve 3 is a mean from several experiments. Curves 4 and
5 are smooth curves through experimental data as presented
by Frost and Hanna.
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A second approach 41 is to correlate the complex spectral shapes

with the experimental Be8 alpha-decay spectra following the Li8 transi-
0 4, 42, 43 d h B 8 "0 4

G
O
lb f

"
d 1 h 1 h J

hon an t e. transItIon. I ert In s tJ.attea p a-aecay

following the Li8 and B8 beta transitions are the same within his stat-

istics of 159 B8 and 1252 Li8 nuclei. 4 If one assumes no intermediate

'(-ray transitions, the alpha spectrum should give the density of states

in Be8 available to beta transitions. But first an energy normalization

mustbe--mad~-,---be-c-a-use--tlie-bet-a~.::-deccrytrdhsitioIi-probabilityincreases

with the energy available. Let Q be the energy of the parent nuclide

relative to:the Be8 ground state; then Q' = Q + 0.096 Mev is the energy

available to the f3--acascade, because the ground state of Be8 is un-

stable by 0.096 Mev. 37 Let E' = ZEa be the totalkinetic energy of the

two alpha particles. Then the density of states a(E') is given by

Q II=E'

a(E')f (W ) =a(E')
j ((QII-E')-W]2[W2=lr~ WdW=N (E'),0 0 . . a
1

where N (E') is the alpha spectrum, W the energy of the electron in-a

eluding its rest mass in units of mOc2, and

W = Q" = E' = Q' + 1 - E'0

is the total energy available for the beta transition. In positr on

emission, two electron masses must be subtracted from the energy

difference Q 0 The beta spectrum is given by

1 Q"=W

N{W)dW" F{Z, W)[WZ-1J2Wd Wl a{E')[(Q"-E1)-W]Z dE'.
0

That is, at a given value of W there are contributions from alltransitions

with an upper energy limit W 0 = Q"~E' > W each weighted by its

corresponding a( E').

Frost and Hanna present the measured alpha spectra of various

experimenters.42 From these an approximate mean curve (Fig. 16)

is taken, and dividedby the fO factorto obtaina(E'). Assuming

Q = 16.0 Mev for Li8 and Q = zmOc2 = 16.8 Mev for B8, one can

calculate the Kurie functions expected.
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Examination of the Kurie plot of the Li8 data collected in

Channel A (Fig. 14) and corrected for background and scattering but

not for the ener gy shows good agreement above 3 Mev with the curve

derived from the alpha spectrum. The calculated curve, which has

been shifted s lightly for a better fit, and the data are normalized

arbitrarily at 7.35 Mev. Below 3 Mev one finds more electrons than

predicted. The accuracy of the data collected in Channe 1 B was

statistically poorer. The calculated curve lies above the data from
--~ ~--~--~~--- -~~ __.~__m~~~ ~ --.---

less than 4 Mev.

Both the electron data and alpha-particle data are inaccurate

in this region. In the former, the scattering correction is large and

the background uncertain. For the latter the numbers are small,

being on the high~energy taiL One should note that Fig. 16 presents

the logarithm of the alpha spectrum, and at first glance is misleading

as to the actual number of high-energy alpha particles.

One can obtain a measure of the Li8-Be8 Q value from the

fit of the Kurie function calculated from the alpha spectrum with

Q = 16 Mev. If the curve is shifted 0.1 Mev to the left, one finds the

closest fit. For Channel B a similar shift is needed. The accuracy

is about 0.1 Mev and is partially dependent on the normalization.

These values, corrected for the various effects mentioned in Section

IV, 5 and 7, are recorded in Table III along with values from the

literature. The mean value for Q is 15.94 :f: 0.08 Mev. This gives

a Li8 mass excess of 24.97 :f: 0.09 millimass units in agreement with

accepted values. ,

Returning to the B8 data, one finds a similar behavior. For

Channe 1 A, Fig. 15, the calculated Kurie function is in fair agree-

ment with the data above 8 Mev. Below 6 Mev there is an excess of

positrons over the predicted number. The percentage of background

is higher than for Li 8 by a factor of five, and the extrapo lation of the

high-energy background may be insufficient. On the other hand, one

may conclude that the excess of positrons indicates that transition to

higher-energy Be8 states is favored over the Li8 transition more

than is expected from the increased energy availab~e. Also the



Table III

Q values for Li8

Experiment
Qa
(Mev)

Cal:ibration
correction
to 13 Mev

(Mev)

Ionization Res 0lution Q
correction half-area (Mev)

(Mev) correction

(Mev)

Mass
excess
(mmu)

End
pointb
(Mev)

This work:

Channel A 15.9:1:.1

15. 9:1:. 1

0.042:1:.026

=0.013:1:.032

0.02:1:.005

0.02:1:.005

0.006:1:.003 15.97 :1:.10

0.006:1:.003 15.91' :1:.10Channel B

C hanne ls A arrlB 24.97:1:.09

Other experiments:

Reference 37 25.02:1:.03 I
l.11
N
0

Weighted mean Q~hanne Is A and B}

With 0.30/0calibration error (To 13 Mev)

15.94:1:.07 Mev

15.94:1:.08 Mev = 17.12:1:.09 mmu

13.04:1:.08

aFrom fitof spectrum calculated from N .a

bFrom 2.9~Mev levelin Be8.
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- - -- -

B 8 ((3+) Be 8 (2a) alpha spectrum .should show more high-energy alpha

particles than the Li8(13-)Be8(2a) spectrum. Gilbert finds the two

alpha spectra the same, but his statistics for the B8 cascade are

insufficient to show up the 5 to 10% difference indicated by the beta
4

spectrum.

As before, one can obtain a Q value for the transition. No

shifting of the calculated curve is needed for Channel A. IFor Channel

B a shift to the right of 0.1 Mev improves the fiL MakinJk the
~--~..__._---_._.-

necessary energy corrections as before (Table IV), one obtains

Q = 17.91:1:0.12 Mev, which gives a B8 mass excess of 27.08:1:: 0.13 mill i-

mass units. This is in good agreement with the listed values.

One can attempt to obtain branching percentages by subtracting

out the successive components. Because no part of the Li8 or B8

spectrum shows linearity, one must draw a somewhat arbitr.ary

straight line, with the result that any percenta-ge of branching will be

quite uncertain. On the other hand~ by drawing a corresponding line

for Li8 and B8 one can obtain qualitative numbers to compare the

relative amounts of branching.

obscured by the background.

Any transitions to the ground state are

To begin, one can put upper limits on the decay to the ground

state. The background counting rate increases as the focus energy

decreases {Figs. 14 and 15~. If one assumes a constant background

determined by a mean value of the counts above the energy available

for the ground-state transition and subtracts it from the data, an

upper limit on the percent of decay can be obtained. This analysis

indicate s that Ie s s than 1% of the tota 1 Li 8 decay and Ie s s than 5 % of

the B8 decay is to the ground state of Be8. These limits are probably

too high for several reasons. Firstly, the background was assumed

flat, but actually increases toward lower energies. Secondly, the

2.9=Mev level of Be8 is quite broad and, though the Coulomb barrier

should inhibit the lower excitation=energy tail, the increased energy

difference available to the beta transition counteracts this in part.

Thus one may expect some electrons found in the region near the upper

limit to belong to the transition to the first excited state. Another

factor is that the lifetime data show no fridication of a decay rate in this

--



Table IV
28

Values ofQ and Q -2mOc for B

C a libr ation IonizatiDn Res 0 lution Q -2 m OcZ
correction correc ;;,:, .half -area
to 14 1vbr tion correction (Mev)

(Mev) (Mev) (Mev)

Experiment
2 a

Q =2mOc
(Mev)

This work

Channe 1 A 16.8:1:.15

16.9:1:.15

0.045:1:.028

=0.014:1:.035

0.02:1:.005 0.006:1:.003

0.02:1:.005 0.006:1:.003ChannelB

Channels
A &B

Other experiments

Reference 37

Reference 36

Reference 3

16.87':1:.15

16.91 :1:.15

27.08:1:.13
i
i
I
Ir
I

26.95:1:.fO
27.16:1:.~1

i
I

27 I
i
!

17.91:1:.12

I
U1
~
I

Weighted mean Q =2moc2
(Channels A and B)

With 0.30/0 calibrationerror
(to 14 Mev)

16.89:1:.11 Mev

16.89:1:.12 Mev 13.99:1:.12

aFrom fitof spectrum calculatedfrom N .
b ,8 aFrom2.9=MevlevelinBe.

Mass Q End
excess pointb
(mmu) (Mev) (Mev)
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energy range. Finally, the fact that the background is nearly the same

for the various targets and activities indicates that these counts arise

mainly from sources other than the tar geL

In the branching analysis of LiS, an arbitrary line intercepting

the abscissa at 12.5 Mev was fitted through the data near 7.5 Mev (Fig.

14). This gives a branching of about 110/0 to state,s above the 2.9-Mev

level. It appears that a further separation into two components is

possible with end points of about 7 and 3 Mev~--B-ut-the-end-PQi-nt--D-f--the-------

higher =energy part depends on the straight line chosen previous lye A

reasonable fit to the data could be obtained from a transition to a broad

leve 1 near 11 Mev.

Hornyak and Lauritsen find similar behavior for LiS with less

than 2% transition to the ground stateo{Be S and about 10% to the 10 and.

13-Mev levels;2 Gilbert's combined alpha spectrum following the LiS

and BS decay indicates about 15% from states above the 2.9-Mev level. 4

For BS an analogous line (Fig. 15) is obtained by shifting the

two fittedpoints up about 1 Mev, corresponding to the difference in the

energy available for the beta transitions. This gives about 190/0 of the

total to levels above 2.9 Mev. Again it appears possible to analyze the

Kurie function into branches with end points of 4 and S Mev, or into one

branch to a broad level near 11 Mev. Below 2 Mev there is a contribution

due probably to an oxide film on the target.

The ratio of the LiS to B S produced by the 32 =Mev protons is

five to oOne, in agreement with Alvarez's findings. 3 One would expect

the inverse with the BS from the p~ 2n reaction more plentiful than the

LiS from the p, 2p reaction.

This conclusionis based on the concept of the formation of a

compound nucleus in the reaction. Because the energy of the incident

proton is high and the atomic number of the target nuc leus is low, the

assumption of an intermediate nucleus probably is not valid. The

predominance of the LiS activitymay be explained by a p-p scattering

process wherein the impinging proton is not bound and the other is

knocked out of the nucleus. For emission of two neutrons, more com-

plicated scattering mechanisms are required if one abandons the cOnJ-

pound=nucleus idea. On this basis more Li8 than B8 is expected.
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3. Conclusion

-----------.----

It appears that the LiB and B 8 spectra can be explained by

transitions to the broad 2.9-Mev and II-Mev levels of Be8, on the basis

of the shapes of the spectra and the prediction of these shapes from the

alpha spectrum following the Be 8 breakup. Assuming these levels and

the branching percentages, one may calculate the log-ft values. For

Li8 they are greater than 8 to the ground state, 5.67 to the 2.9-Mev level,
. 8

-and 4.6 to the II-Mev level. The corresponding values for Bare -----.-------------------

greater than 7.3, 5.72, and 4.6.

The Li8 and B8 nuclides seem to be limited to spins of 2 or 3.

Nordheim's rules for odd-odd nuclei predict either of these values. 44

The nature of the beta transition puts some restriction on the spin

as signment. The ground state of Be 8 with spin zero is forbidden~ and

the 2.9-Mev level of spin 2 is allowed though unfavored for the decay as

indicated by the it values. This also suggests a spin of two or three for

B 8 and Li 8. With the as sumption that a single leve 1 is involve~ in the

lower branch, the ft value is in the allowed range. From the agreement

of the Kurie plot calculated from the alpha spectrum~ one concludes that

this level decays by alpha emission. Also a phase-shift analysis of

a-a scattering indicates a spin-four level near 11 Mev.40 Both the

alpha-particle mode145 and shell mode146 predict a series of Be8 levels

of spin 0, 2~ 4, ... with nearly the proper ratio of energies. Other

intermediate levels would require an excitation of the nucleus to levels

outside the ground-state configuration~ but no such calculations have

been made. Recent experimental work, reviewed briefly by Nilson et aI, 40

gives little support for the intermediate levels formerly reported. There-

fore the evidence favors spin 3 for Li8 and B8 to permit all~wed transitions

to the spin-4 and spin=2 levels of Be8 and not to the spin-zero ground

state.

Some early evidence on angular correlations in the cascade

f L .8 . d
.

d f b.dd .. 33,47 Th l .. b drom 1 In lcate a. or 1 en transItIon. e conc uSl0n IS ase

on the assumption that no angular correlation exists for an allowed beta

transition,_.but Morita and Yamada calculated possible angular dependences

for allowed transition, assuming that p and d waves are effective at high

beta-decay energies. 48 An improved experiment49 which retracts earlier

results 47 reports no angular correlation in the cascade.
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Boron-12 and Nitrogen-12B.

1. Lifetime

The lifetimes of B 12 and N12 were followed with consecutive

gates covering up to 10 half-lives with the linear accelerator operating

at 7.5 and 3.75 pulses per second. Several sets of data were taken on

different days, and the results for each nuc lide were combined for an

average half life.

The lifetimes from the least-squares fits to the B 12 data are
--- --- n __m -

pr-esented in Table V along with values from the literature. The mean

value of the half life is 20.6:l: 0.2 msec, a figure falling between th~

older and newer values quoted. The second set of data is plotted in

Fig. 17.

The N12 lifetime data are shown in Table VI. It was necessary

to correct for a background in the last two runs. An as sumed back-

ground (constant in time and of sufficient magnitude) was subtracted

from the data to give a rough fit to a straight line on a semilog plot.

Then the least-squares calculation was made. The other runs showed

no need for a background correction. The mean value is 11043:l: 0005 msec

and is lower than the 12.5:l: 1 msec reported by Alvarez. 7 Figure 6

shows the data for the third run.

Spectra
12 12 .

The data for the Nand B spectra were collected wlth the

normal 15 pulses =per -second repetition rate of the linear acce lerator 0

With five tandem gates, each of lO-msec duration, the NI2 activity

could be followed for about five half lives between beam pulses, whi Ie

B 12 could be followed for about two and one -half. With this and other

2.

more extensive lifetime checks at various energies, the negative~

electron spectrum was consistent with a lifetime of about 20 msec down

to an energy of 2 Mev, where the counting statistics are poor. For N12

below about 10 Mev there is evidence of a small percentage of a longer-

lived activity, and below 3.5 Mev the lifetime identity of NI2 is obscured

by othe r acti vitie s.

The background above the maximum energy of NI2 was the

same within statistics for N12 and B 12 for both the thick and thin targets.

Therefore all the data for each channel were combined to obtain better



Table V

B
12

l '
f

.
1 etlme

Other experiments

Half life Reference
(msec) No.

22 ::I:1

1 8 0 +1.5
. -1.3

18.5::1:1

50

51

52

34

53

54 I
Ul
00
I

22::1:2

27::1:2

27::1:3

Weighted mean half life (with assumed 0.3% error

in t i m e s c ale J = 20.6 ::I:0 .2 m s e c ~...

This experiment

R un No. Half life Standard deviation
(msec)-

1 21.19 0.57

2 20.88 0.56

3 20.91 0.79

4 20.59 0.89

5 20.71 0.67

6 21.16 1.14

7 19.86 0.91

8 20.12 0.40

9 20.68 0.34
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Table VI

N 12 lifetime

This experiment Other experiments

Run No. Half life
(msec)

Standard deviation Half Life
(msec)

1

2

3

4

5

6

11.492

11 .46 0

11.576

11.503

11.360

11 .428

0.086

0.089

0.101

0.113

0 .046

0.068

12.5:1:1

Weighted mean half life (with assumed error in

time scale of 0.3%, = 11.43 :1:0.05 msec).

Reference No.

7

I
0'
a
ft
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statistics for a least-squares straight-line fit. Channel A has a slightly

higher background than B because of the modified detector slit. In

Channel A this background at I6.S Mev is O.S% of the maximum counting

rate. At the energy of the peak counting rate ~ the background is about

0.9%. For BIZ the corresponding figures are 0.9% at 13.4 Mev and

1.Z% at the peak counting-rate energy.

.'The Kurie function for BIZ corrected for the extrapolation

n__ha_ckgr_ound_and~__catLeIing_is_.shown in Fig. 18. The energy has not

been adjusted for the mean ionization los s in the target and the other

energy corrections.

The end points of the spectrum were determined for the two

targets and two detector systems by least-squares straight lines

through the data above the first branch. Table VII contains the four

values and the energy corrections. The mean value is 13.40 :i:O.OS Mev,

which gives a B12mass excess of 18.I9:i:0.06 millimass units, in agree-

'\

ment with the other values given.
IZ 37

One component to the 4.43-Mev C level can be resolved,

but the scatter of the data does not permit any further separation. The

four sets of data do indicate that one and possibly two other states are

involved. The relative amounts of the transitions to the ground state

and first excited state are 100 to 6 with log-ft values of 4.11 and 4.S.

The remainder is a few percent of the total. Hornyak and Lauritsen

analyze their BIZ spectrum (see Fig. 18) into the ground-state com-

ponent, with So/a to the 7 .6S ~Mev leve 1, and a leve 1 or leve Is near

11 Mev in C 1Z. Z They state that up to S~o decay to the 4.43 -Mev leve 1

cannot be excluded. Tanner, using least-squares methods, reanalyzed

Hornyak and Lauritsenv s data with the benefit of recent data on C IZ

leve Is. S He obtained a good fit with Ie ss than 0.1 % to the 4.~3 -Mev

level, 4.8% to the 7.6S-Mev level and 3.Z% to a level near 11 Mev.
Z 1-

However, the plot versus total energy of the function [Nip] 2I[w 0 -W]
shows up to Z% to the 4.43 Mev-level and several percent to the

9.61 =Mev level.

Then, studying j3='Y and '1-'1 coincidences from theBIZ decay,

Tanner found, relative to the transition to the C lZ ground state,

1.7 :i:O.4% to the 4.43-Mev state and 0.0 :i:O.2% to the 7.6S-Mev level



Table VII

B 12 end point

Experiment Target Least-
squares
end point
(Mev)

Calibration
correction

(Me v)

Ionization
correction

(Mev)

Resolution
half -area
correction

(Mev)

End
point
(Mev)

Mass
excess
(mmu)

I

I

Weighted-mean end point (Channels A &:B) 13.397:1::.~35 MevI

With 0.3% calibration error 13.40 :1::.0\5Mev
Q value 13.40 :1::.0,5Mev =

I

Channels
A&:B

Other Experiment.s:

Reference 2

Reference 37

0.006:1::.003 13.437:1::.056

0.006:1::.003 13.368:1::.090

0.006:1::.003 13.341:1::.051
I

0.006:1::.003 13.527:1::.101
i
!
! 18.19:1::.06a

I'"
N
i

13.43:1::.06
i

18.22:1::.06

18.163:1::.021

aThe mass excess of C12 is 3.804:1::.016 mmu:?7

14.39:i:.06 mmu

This work

Channel A T hick 13.296:1::.045 0.040:i:.027 0.095:1::.02

Channel A Thin 13.272:1::.085 0.040:1::.027 0.05:1::.01

Channel B Thick 13.253:1::.033 -0.013:1::.033 0.095:1::.02

Channel B Thin 13.484:1::.095 -0.013:1::.033 0.05 :1::.01
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.
11 This experiment
0 Points on smooth

curve through Hornyak
and Lauritsen's data from
a magnetic-lens spectrometer

~ 3

0

Kinetic energy (Mev)
MU-I5580

Fig. 18. Kurie function for B 12 in Channel A with the thick
target. The curve from a magnetic -lens spectrometer is
also presented. The arrows indicate the end points expected
for the C12 levels. These are not shifted to account for the
energy losses and calibration corrections.
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if that leve 1 de ca ys by a ca s cade only. 5 Cook et al., by dete ction of

alpha partic le s as s ociated with the BI2 beta transition, find that

1.3 :I:0 .4% of the total decay is to the 7.65 -Mev leve 1 of C 12, which then

decays primarily into alpha particles. 6 It seems then that the present

data give too large a branching percentage to the 4.43 -Mev level, but

this figure may be in error by 50%.

As mentioned previously, the N12 spectrum is accompanied

~ b-y--ether activities. Using the lifetime data collected with the spectral

measurement, one can obtain a background in addition to that determined

by the extrapolation of the counts above the maximum energy. The

procedure is to subtract a background that is constant in time from

the data in the five gates to obtain a fit to an 11.5 -msec half life. This

was done.for:~the thick target, which has better counting statistics. The

background numbers obtained fluctuate quite a bit, but show a decrease

with increasing energy. A smooth curve was drawn through the data

and joined to the straight-line background at about 12 Mev. There is a

sharp rise at about 3.5 Mev due to another activity.

The higher =energy part of this additional background is probab ly

B8. Alvarez,3 in proton bombardment of a CH4 proportional counter,
observed a weak de layed alpha emitter of about a 0.5 sec half life and

a threshold consistent with the C12(p,na)B8 reaction.

Assuming that the added background is B 8, one finds that the

total amount of B8 is less than 2% of the total N12 decay in the five

gates for the thick target and a repetition rate of 15 pulses per second.

One can calculate the expected shapes of the Kurie function for each

of the five gates with small percentages of B8 and compare them with

the actual data. The shapes are quite different toward the lower

energies, because the amount of N12 decreases by a factor of 11 over

five 10-msec gates while the B8 contribution is nearly constant. The

actual data from the first through the fourth gates seem to agree in

shape fair ly we 11 with one another. The Kurie function fr om the fifth

gate indicate s some B 8, but the statistics are poor. The five Kurie

functions were normalized by the least~squares line through the data

above 12 Mev, and the agreement is partially dependent on this

normalization. It appears that an upper limit of about 2% of the
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number ofpositrons detected are from B 8 forthis target and proton

pulse rate.

The steep rise in the activity below about 3.5 Mev seems to

originate from the C 13, because polyethylene targets do not show it.

As a result of the reduction from BaC03 with magnesium and the

subsequent washing with hydrochloric acid, there may be several

impurities in the C13 that could give rise to positron activities in this

:r~g :i.Q~P:~u- ___~_n- --- ~ ~~ --

The Kurie function for N12 is shown in Fig. 19. The background

from the decay curves and that extrapolated from above the maximum

energy have been subtracted and the scattering correction applied, The

data have not been adjusted for the mean ionization loss and the other

energy corrections. Because of the uncertainty in the background, the

data below 3 Mev are not presented.

To determine the endpoint of the spectrum, a least-squares

straight line was fitted to the points above the first branch for the

thick and thin targets and the two detector channels. These values and

the energy corrections are presented in Table VIII. The mean end

point is 16.37 :0.06 Mev, which gives a mass excess of 22.48 :0.06

rnillimass units. This agrees with the value obtained by Ajzenberg-
. 55

Selove et al., but is less than Alvarez's value by several standard

d
,. 7

eVlatlons.

Two branches may be resolved in the Kurie function. The

straight line s shown are fitted to the data an d to the end points

corresponding to the 4,43 -Mev and 7.65 =Mev levels in C 12. The mean

energy loss in the target and the calibration adjustments have been

subtracted to agree with the energy scale of the graph. For the three

components, the lines give relative arnountsccf 100, 15~ and 3 with log

ft values of 4.17, 4.4, and 4.4. Alvarez, in studying delayed alpha

emitters, found an activity consistent with an N12 transition to a level

of C12 near 11 Mev, which decays into three alpha particles. 3 This

branch could be easily masked in the experiment reported here by the

large background subtraction in this energy region.
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.
NI2

! ...

2

0
0

Kinetic energy (Mev)
MU-15581

Fig. 19. Kurie function for N12 in Channel A with the thick
target. Below 3 Mev the NI2 is obscured by other activities.
The arrows indicate the end points expected for the C12
levelso These are not adjusted for the energy losses and
calibration corrections.



Channels
A&B

22.48=.06 a !
0'
~.J
I

Other experiments

Reference 7

Reference 55

16.6 :1:.2 22.8. :1::015

22.55:1:.07

Weighted mean end point
(Channe Is A and B)

With 0.30/0 calibration correction

Q va lue

16.370:1::.032 Mev

16.37 :1:.06 Mev

17.39:1::.06 Mev = 18.68:1:.06 mmu

a . 12 . 37
The mass excess of C is 3.804:1:.016 mmu.

II
I

Table VIII

Nitrogen-12 end point

Experiment Target Least - Calibration Ionization Resolution End Mass
squares correction correction half-area point excess
end point (Mev) (Mev) correction (Mev) (mmu)

(Mev) (Mev)

This work

Channe 1 A Thick 16.260:1:.053 0.049:1:.032 0.095:1:.02 0.007:1:.003 16.411:1:.065

Channel A Thin 16.255:1:.043 0.049*=.032 0.05 :1:001 0.007:1:.003 16.361:1:.055

Channel B Thick 16.209:1:.070 0.016:1:.041 0.095:1:.02 0.007:1:.003 160295:1:.084

Channel B Thin 16.347:!:.051 -0.016:!:.041 0.05 :!:.Ol 0.007:1::.003 16.388:1:.066
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3. Conclusion

The evidence from this experiment and the several others

mentioned shows that the N12 and B 12 nuclides decay, as expected,
. 12 ,12

to the same levels ln C . The log-ft values and the splns of the C

states favor a spin of 1 for these mirror isotopes. The shell-model

rules for odd-odd nuclei also predict this spin. 44

~--~-----------
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VI. ER R OR S

A. Energy Calibration

In reduction of the data it was assumed that the current-versus-

energy calibration was within 0.3% of absolute. This estimate arises

from three factors: the error in calibration of the bismuth magneto-

resistance fluxmeter, 56 the error in radial distances, and the error

in the setting and drift of the excitation currents. If all the magnetic

field values are toohigl1~p:r_--!g~_lo_~_J?J~tJ;1_eu~_Ct:mepercentage, the focus

energy is in error by this same per,centageo

A bismuth fluxmeter calibrated against nuc lear magnetic

resonance equipment manufactured,by the Laboratory for Electronics

was used to measure the radial magnetic -fieId distribution in the

median plane. The resistance of the bismuth probe, heated and

temperature -regulatedto :i: 0.04°C, was ,measured in a Wheatstone

bridge circuit to within Ies s than 0.1 %. The gradient of the magnetic

field in the region of probe calibration was less than 0.1%. The drift

of the excitation current~ which was monitored by the nuclear res-

0nance during the radial runs, was less than 0.1% and could be

correc;ted in the calculations" Other contributing factor s are tempera-

ture fluctuations in the heated prohe and the finite dimensions of the

bismuth coil. The latter introduces errors in regions of large or

changing fie ld gradients 0

is a bout 0.2 % .

The co~bined error from allthese causes

The measurement of the radius introduces another error. The

bismuth probe was driven by a worm gear and crank with a relative

accuracy of about:i:0.004 in, at any radius over the 10-in. range,

larger error results from the determination of the magnetic axis.

A

This

is located by the minimum of the magnetic fieId to within 0001 in. The

calculated energy is in error by 0.150/0for this error in the radius,

The current-setting error is a result of several factors. The

dial on the potentiometer can be set to within less than 0.05% for

energies above 5 Mev 0 ,The current can be adjusted to the potentiometer

setting to about 0.1% accuracy. 1£ there is a slight.overshoot in setting

the current, the hysteresis of the magnet introduces an error of about

0,10/0 in the fieId when the current is reduced to the pr oper value.
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The current drift is less than 0.10/0 and is caused mainly by temperatu::-e

changes in the coils as different curre~ts are seL The combined

error from these causes .isabout0.2%: This is verified by the current

settings in the calibration' runs, in which a littlemore care was taken

than during the actual measurements of the spectra. At a current

setting for about 15 =Mev electrons and with the field monitored by

the nuclear resonance, the reproducibility in the magnetic field was

about O.1% for nine repetitions ; at ab out7Me v-it--Wds--O;~t41i),,:' -

In conclusion~ then~ the combination of these three groups

of errors gives a calibration of current against magnetic field and

focus energy within 0.30/0 of absolute~ above 10Mev.

Because of a slighthorizontal misalignment of the axes of the

two poles ofthe magnet~ the radialmagnetic -fie Id distribution is not

symmetric. The energy=calibration curve was determined from field

measurements on the A side in the horizontal plane. The focus e'n-

ei-gy--on the B side is 0.54::f:O.05 % less than the A side for the same

current setting.

There is another adjustment necessary because the slit systems

were nominally centered on a radius of 7.75 in., a focus -orbit value

obtained from preliminary field measurements. The radial distances

to the centers of the slits were slightly larger when measured. The

more accurate magnetic measurements following the experiment gave

a value of 7.71 in. for the focal circle. For a measure of the energy

shift needed~ one detector system was raised radially 1/8 in., and

the apparent decrease in the NI2 end point was 0.12 ::f:O.06 Iv1ev.

Assuming a linear shift in energyas the detector is moved radially,

one computes forChannelA anenergycorrectionof 0.32 ::f:O.19%to

be added to the calibration curve. For Channel B, 0.45 :1:0.25 %must

be added. The quoted errors include the accuracyof the measurement

of the radii and the 0.01 =in. reproducibilityfigurefor detector replace-

mente

The possibility of a change of the spectrometer line shape with

a shift in detectorpositionshouldbe considered. Any change would

displace the half-area line (Section IV, D7) and require a different

energy correction for the asymmetry. But re sults of studie s on the
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line shape ofa monoenergetic plutonium alpha-particlesource in a

40-in. spiral-orbitspectrometer indicatethatthe shape does not

change significantlywith small radial displacements of the detector.

It is assumed not to change in the geometry that was used in this

experiment.

-. ~-

Thus there are small corrections to the calibration curve for

the detector positions and the field asymmetry. For Channel A the

first effect requires an increase of 0.3 :!:: 0.2 % in the energy from__thE3-

calibration curve. For Channel B the combination of the two effects

----------

require s a decrease of 0.1:!::0.25 %.

B . Magnetic' Saturation

One factor that must be studied carefully in this type of

spectrometer is magnetic saturation of the pole pieces. Because the

focal circle is just outside the core radius ~ any nonuniformity in the

magnetization of the iron could seriously affect the detection efficiency

as the current is increased. For fhiding such effects 3 careful fie ld

measurements were made to radii of lOin. For seven energies

between 6 and 17 Mev~ the radial field values normalized by the max-

imum fieldfor the particular energy were compared at every 0.5 in.

The maximum root-mean=square deviation from the mean out to 7.5 in.

was about 0.3% for the field at any particular radius. No energy-

dependent trend was noticed in the data, but it would be expected for

nonuniform saturation. Therefore, within the accuracy of the meas-

urements, no effects from this cause are present.

C. Energy Loss in the First Geiger Tube

A correction is possibly needed for the energy loss of the

electrons in traversing the firstGeiger tube. The most probable

loss is about 0.1 Mev. The momentum loss would result in a different

radius of curvature, and electrons otherwise detected might mis s the

final Geiger tubes. This effect would lower the apparent energy
measured.

In order to te st this effect 0.020 and 0.040 in. of aluminum

equivalent to about two and four times the tube thickness were placed

in turn after the first tube, and spectral points were measured near

the NI2 end point. Unfortunately the sca.ttering caused by the added
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material masks the effect. Conflicting re sults are obtained in reducing

the data by various extrapolations of the scattering correction, It

seems likely that the correction is less than 0.02 Mev at 16 Mev.

Because the most probable energy loss is nearly constant down

to a few Mev, the effect becomes larger at lower energies. Because

of the lack of knowledge on this effect$ no corrections have been made

to the spectral data.

- n nn D. Misalignment

Another effect that may cause error in the energy measured

is target and collimator misalignment with respect to the magnetic

axis. The upstream axial hole centers the collimator~ while the

downstream hole centers the target. Before the experiment the axial

holes were misaligned by about 0.05 in. By shimming of the yoke~ the

alignment was improved. Measurements with a transit indicated that

the misalignment of the axial holes was about 0.01 in. Thus the target

and collimator could be off as much as 0.01 in. relative to the magnetic

axis. An experimental study of the shift of the N12 end point was made

with a liB-in. collimator which was 1/16 in. off center. In one case

it was set horizontally nearer the detector and in another vertically

down from the axis. The upper limit apparently increases by

0.06:1::0.06 Mev. For the opposing positions~ because of the longer

path in the central fie ld region9 a lower energy should be measured.

Therefore a misalignment of 0.010 in. would require an energy

correction of less than 0.1%. This has been neglected in the data

reduction.

E. Drifts

As mentioned before~ the effect of drifts seems to be small

(Section IV, D2). . Small variations in the magnet current would not

show up in the external-to-internal consistency ratio of the counts

at the normalization point~ since the spectra are relatively flat there.

For higher or lower energies there would be a change in counting

rate. The monitoring of the excitation current indicated that this

drift was less than 0.1%. Some change might appear at higher and

lower energies» but with the drifts of less than 0.1% any change in

counting rate would be within the counting statistics. Occasional
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scaler malfunctioning causes errors, but usually for such cases the

data are obviously in error and can be thrown out.

Fluctuations in the proton beam also cause drifts, but they are

qui~e limited. Shifts of the center of the proton current density in the

target and changes in proton energy because of fluctuations in the

accelerating mechanism of the linear accelerator and also drifts in

the steering ~magnet current, cause variations in counting rates. These

variations are due to the excitation functions of the activities and to
- -

different background, which depend. on the proton energy and distribution

in the target. Only small fluctuations would be pas sed by the collimators

without a total beam loss. The general background level changes as

more beam is lost at the collimators. Changes in intensity of the

beam current change the background as well as dead-time losses.

During most of the runs the beam was fairly steady~ and checks using

various beam intensities gave the same counting rates within the

statistical limits of the data.

Other fluctuations arising from beam monitoring and the

electronics are small, as indicated by the consistency of the data at

the normalization points0
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The re sults turn out to be as expected. The transition of the

mirror pairs involves the same levels of the daughter nuclides. The

lifetime s and end points are in fair agreement with pub lished data.

There are several improvements that could be made in the

experiment, especially in the detector system. Construction of thin=

walled proportional counters would help in several ways. The faster

res 0 1ving time s pe rm it hi ghe r count ing r-ate s .-- -'I'he--sens-it i v~-are-a ~------------

could be restricted to about the slit size of the detector system to

reduce background. With thinner walls and perhaps two or three counters

inside one container the scattering problem could be reduced appreciably.

Centering the slits in the focal circle would improve the accuracy of

the energy determinations. It might also improve the signal=to-noise

ratio. There should be an increase intransmission as the detector is

moved inward, and the background shoula remain about the same if it

comes mainly from sources other than the target.

For studying the branching percentages and energies an obvious

improvement would be the detection of (3='{ and (3-"(1coincidences. With

the large transmis sion of the spectrometer this would be quite feasib 1e.

In part, the experiment is a demonstration of the spiral-orbit

spectrometer. One can obtain high transmission and still have fair

resolution because of the unique focusing features of the instrument.

The agreement of the measured end points with values in the literature

shows that the insturment can be accurate lycalibrated with only the

theory as a guide. Another evaluation of a spectrometer is to compare

its spectral shapes with those obtained by other instruments. The B 12

spectrum has been measured in a ring-focus magnetic-lens spectrometer.2

Figure 1 7 shows points from a smooth curve drawn through the data.

Above 6 Mev it is a straight line. Within the statistical error s ~ the

shape obtained by the spiral-orbit spectrometer is the same. A

slight change in normalization could possibly improve the agreement.

The main limitation on the accuracy of this particular spectrometer

in the low-energy regions is the detector system~ but there is much

room for improvement here.
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There are several advantages associated with this type of

spectrometer in use with particle accelerators. Normally the beam is

brought down the axial hole, and changes in the magnetic field do not

deflect it as in the uniform -fieId 180 -deg spectrometer. The iron and

the current coils provide good shielding for the detectors from back-

ground radiation from the accelerator. Often it is desirable to detect

~-----

particles of both charges, as in meson production, and for this a

spiral-orbit spectrometer is quite suitable.

For sources of low activity~ the high transmission by this type

of focusing is advantageous. With some sacrifice in resolution the

detection probability can be greatly increased by making several

modifications. Use of larger counters, both radially and in the z

direction, and a wider annular slitwill increase the counting rate. A

field distribution with a smaller gradient near the focal circ le and

extending inward to smaller radii will decrease the radial dispersion

of trajectories near the focal orbit and also increase the z--focusing

propertie s of the fie Id. Both serve to increase the counting rate.

Finally a reduction in the central angle subtended by the detector slit

system will increase the counting rate.
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IX. APPENDICES

A. Theory of the Spiral-Orbit Spectormeter

For a magnetic field axially symmetric around the z axis, with

z = 0 a plane of symmetry, the components of the magnetic field in

cylindrical coordinates (r, e, z) satisfy the following conditions:

H = H (z r) = -H ( -z r)r r'. r'

H -0
e -

- ---~ ~ ~-~-~---~---

H =H (z r) = H ( -z r ) .z z' z'

The vector potential A is he lpful in this case, its components

being Ar =Az = 0 and Ae = Ae{r, z) =/A, where Hr = - :~ ' He = 0
1 a

H = - - (rA).z r C1r For a particle of charge e and mass m, the

re lativistically valid equation of motion is

.:.. -+ -
P = e r X H.

Expressed in terms of itsthree components, itis

. 2 . ' " C1

m (f - r e ) = ere H =e e _8 (rA),z r (1 )

m (r e + 2'r -:8) = - er H + ez H =,.. ~ ~ (rA)z r r dt (2)

and

..

e H 8 8Am z =-er = e r. -.
r C1Z (3 )

Equation (2) may be rewritten as

d 2. d
m - (r 8) = -e - (rA)dt dt.

By integration, we find

e C
re = - - [A+ -].m r (4)

For initialconditions, we have

.. m 2.
r = r0' A = AO' e = e 0' and -C = e r0 eO + r0 AO. Now sub-

stituting the expression for rB of Eq. (4) in v2 =r 2 + i 2 + (rB )2, we

obtain

r2+i2=v2_(~)2[A+~]2 .m r (5)
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For a particle starting from the center and moving in the plane

of symmetry, we have C = 0, z = 0, i = o~ and

.2 2 2 2
r = v - (elm) A

and

mre = -eA.

(6 )

(7)

For a spiral orbit approaching a circle of radius r = p, the conditions

at r =p must be r = 0, .r = o. Substituting .the former equation into
- -- - -

Eq. (6) and using Eq. (7), we obtain

mv = -eA(p) = mp e .

Substituting the latter conditions in Eq. (I) and using Eq. (7), we find

(8)

Applying Stokes Is

=mp e = + epH(p) = eA(p).

f
...Z - ......

. theorem, <I>= . A. dl= f s 'V xA.

1 (P
A (p)= - - / H r d r

p JO Z

... ......
ds = f H. ds

s '

we obtain

and, therefore,

I

J
p

A(p) =P H (p)= - H (r) rdr.
Z p Z

0 -

Using Eq. (9) and H = (I/r) ~(rA), we findZ u r

aA
(-) = 0 ""'.
ar p , -

(9)

(10)

(11 )

and thus the vector potential is a maximum at r = p, From Eqs. (8)

and (10) the momentum of particle in the orbit and the radius of the

orbit are determined. One should note that the position of this orbit

is not affected by the absolute value of the magnetic field but only by

the shape of the distribution. The value of p is quickly found by

plotting H. rand A(r) and locating their intersection, which determines

p, Fig. 4. The vector potential may be found from H. r by Simpson's

Rule57 or by integration of curves fitted to the field values. With the

latter method, p can be determined from Eq. (11).

A trajectory in the median p ta.pemay be determined from
r r 9

e = r de=

}
T dr,

. )r0 r0
where t and e are obtained from Eqs. (4)and (5)with i = O.

(12 )
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In any practical case the source and detector have finite di-

mensions, and one must determine the intensity and resolution of the

spectrometer. To derive the line shape or resolution function, con-

sider in the median plane the homogeneous emission in all directions

of monoenergetic charged particles from the cylinder of radius r0

centered on the magnetic axis 0 Let the center of the detector of

radial width 2d be on the focal circleo Thens using Eqo (12), one can

-- calculate the probability of detection defined as I=8/211', where e is

the. central angle for which the trajectory falls between the two

concentric circlesp + d and p - do For e larger than 211',the intensity

should be taken a.s one. This is the physical re striction by the

detector which permits a maximum of one revolution of the partic le

in the region of the focal circle.

Let A(p) = D with A'(r) and A'(p) = Di designating values for a

different magnetic -field intensityo

(5) into Eq. (12L we have

Then~ substituting Eqs. (4)and

f J

.

(

'

) l ( ) ~ J

- 1

dB e AI C 2 e - 2 I C 2 -2
e = de= dr dr = r m r + rz. v - m A +;1

~-dSr ~p+d j

In the neighborhood of the focal circle, we may expand A(r} :ihaTaylor' s

dr.

series. thus

A(d = A(p) - (p -r) ~~ ~}p + (pz-r)Z (: :1)p + ~ . .

But aA/a r 'equals 0 at the focal radius, and division by A(p) gives

2. 2
A(r)/A(p) = 1 - (I-x) /K ,

where x = rip and KZ =-ZA(P)/tZ (: :~) p] . In more familiar

terms: assuming H = H(p)(p/r)n near p, we find 1{2 = 2/{n-l}o In

this region n is greater than unity and usually about 3.

For particlesstartingclose to the axis, rOAO is negligible.
Therefore we have

- c = (m /e) r ~ eO = r 0 v s in a = A (p )r 0 s in a,

where a is the angle between the direction of emission and a radius
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through the point of emission. Also for r close to p, C/r2 can be

neg lected to give

2
(e/m)[ A' /r + C!r ]z (e/m}{D/p)

and

v2 -{e/m)2 (AI + C/r)2 = {v + (elm) (AI + C/r) }{v- (elm )(A' + C /r)}

' ;z (ejm)2 (D+ D '){D = D I [1 ={1~x)2f2] -C Ir }

. 22 22
I

.
z {elm} 2D }(x=l) II<-L'lD/D-(rOr)slna},

Then we have

f
1

K. 2 2 2,-ze =

.

--:-

[ (x-I) -(L'lD/D)K -(ro/p)1< SIn a
]:.J2

dx,

I-dip ~ rip ~ 1 + dip

or

f I
.11-; 2

I
2

I
2 -1..

8= (K '\IJ2)[y- (L'lDD)I< -(rO p)K sin a] 2dy,

-0 S y~ 0

where

0 = dip, y = x = 1 = (rip) = 1 .

There are two cases to consider:

(a.) L'lD/D + (ro/p) sin a >0.

Here weha ve
1

Y 2:[L'lD/D+ (ro/p) sina]Z ==YO

and the particles reach 1=yo before turning back. Thus we have

[
-YO

2 2 -1. -1. -1.

e =ZKm (y -yO) 2 dy= KV2 cosh (O/KH'L'lD/D+(ro/p)sina]2,-0
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(b.) LlD/D + (r 0/ p) s in a < o.
The particleshave sufficient momentum to pass through the

outer concentric circ le. Thus, we write

~. (° 2 2 -.1. - 1

e =II:/.J~o(y -yO) 2 dy = K.J2 sinh (OIK)! "DID + (ro/p)

1
sinal -2 ,

let
2

\.l = (1</0) AD/D and
2

€ ;;;; (K/O) rO/p ,
~ ~-~-~~~~-~~ ~~---~~ -- ~~

then we have

e -1 -1-
<P =~ = cosh [\-L+€ sina] 2,

1<.42
\-L+ ! sino' > 0 (13 )

and

/ .7r-=) -1 -1-
cp= E> K."..jj2 = sinh I\-L+€sinaj 2, \-L+€ sina< O. (14)

These then are approximate expressions for the detection

probabilityas a function of a and the various geometric parameters.

Spectrometer ResolutionB.

For the resolution in this experiment we must average Eqs. (13)

and ~14} over all values of a and of rOup to the radius of the proton

beam. First consider a cylindrical source of radius rOo For the

approximations, Eqs. (13) and (l4L the range =1r/2 to +1r/2 for a

gives the same result as the other half of the range . Therefore we

may express the intensity as

+1f/2

I = l/rr

J
- ~e/2'IT) da.
-rr/2

For better resolution we use a slit system with the detector.

Let ei be the central angle subtended by this slit centered on the circ le

p . Then we have
+'n/2

Ii,::, 1/211"2

J
~E>-E>~)da.

-nr/2
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c

This may be evaluated by numerical integration to obtain the resolution

function for a cylindrical source. Mr. Michael Lourie has written a

program for the IBM-650 computer to do this integration.

The calculated shapes for cylindrical sources of various radii

have been verified experimentally by studies with a monoenergetic

alpha source in a 40-in. spiral~orbit spectrometer.

One may calculate the resolution for a conical target by adding

resolution curves for a series of cylinders of radiibetween-zeycr-and-----------------

the beam radius, each weighted by its radius which is proportional to

the surface area, For the present geometry, we find K = 0.98, P = 7.71 in"

d = 0.125 in., the proton beam radius = 0.0625 in., and Bi '::"0 ,47 radians,

Examples of the curves for three radii are shown in Fig. 20. The res-

0lution function for the conical target is presented in Fig, 9, and should

be accurate to within less than 5%. The zero position corresponds to

particles originating at the axis with the proper momentum to follow

a focal orbit. The right side of the curve represents the probability

of detecting particles of higher momenta. The scale is in percent of

the focal momentum or, equivalently~ of the magnetic=field setting.

Also in this energy range it is in percent of the energy setting.

The fact that two slit systems have been used in the focal circle

does not alter the shape of the resolution curve within the accuracy of

its calculation. Examination of the trajectories~ Fig. 3~ reveals that

the added detector will interfere with the very long paths, but these

have a small detection probability because of the magnetic dispersion.

The curve in Fig. 21 is the detection probability as a function of angle

for a collimated source of N12 positrons at an energy near the maximum

counting rate. The most probable orbits cover a central angle of 160

deg before reaching the first s lit. A path blocked by the added detector

would have to turn through about 400 deg to reach the slit,and very

few particles have the right initialconditions for such orbits.
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MU-15582

Fig. 20. Spectrometer resolutionfor cylindricalshells weighted
by their radii. The "0" corresponds to the energy or
momentum of a particle in the focal orbit. The probability
of focusing higher -energy particles is represented by the
right side of the curves 0
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uO ---- - ~---
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MU-15583

Fig. 21. Detectionprobability for Channel A as a function of
emission angle. The target and collimator geometry are
shown. The 00 angle is defined by the first detector slit
and the collimator direction, and the angles increase
clockwise (Fig. 3).,>
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